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About the project

GD HIVE - Youth business activities in
terms of circular economy to achieve
Green Deal goals - aims at developing
skills and competences in the Green
Deal topics and in circular economy,
focusing on youth entrepreneurial
activities.

Final Conference
06 July 2022   10.30 – 12.30 CET
Graz, Austria

Check out our micro training sessions, 
the GD HIVE platform and what else

happened in the project
 

For details: see website

THE OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF THE E+ PROJECT 

https://greendeal-hive.eu/en/veranstaltungen


“Innovation Hive, implemented the
workshop in Greece and received very

positive feedback about the micro training
sessions. Participants improved their skills

on the topics of Green Deal and Circular
Economy through the training sessions and

the activities in this workshop.”
Maria, Innovation Hive, Greece

"We had a fruitful overall discussion, where participants pondered about
why the levels of (green) entrepreneurship knowledge are lower and how

youth can take advantage of the EU Green Deal opportunities as well as why
is it important that the entrepreneurship is green and circular (sustainable

development of the economy, society and environment)."
Eva, MIITR, Slovenia

“An inspiring meeting obviously for
both sides - for the young people as

they were very interested and
active and for us as we got valuable

feedback for the further
development of our outputs.”

Michael, STRATECO, Austria

GD HIVE - National Workshops
February - May 2022

#flashbacks

In order to spread the word and to get additional inputs for the
preparation of the GD HIVE micro training sessions and the GD HIVE
platform, we consulted young people on our work. See what
partners say about these events:

During workshops in Poland the participants not only learned
what the road map of innovation is, but also created their own

ideas and set the most important goals and points for their
implementation. One of the activities was also a debate on the
importance of setting short- and long-term goals for yourself.

Zuzia, FEIO, Poland 



Joint Staff Training
March/April 2022

#flashbacks

Five very intensive and
constructive days of learning and
further improvement of our micro
training sessions and our platform.
In a group of fifteen people from all
the partner countries we improved
our skills in the Green Deal fields, in
Circular Economy and in
entrepreneurship topic and used
the discussions for further
improving our work.

To support our creativity,
we invited a guest speaker
from the circular economy
and recycling field, visited
and upcycling social
entrepreneurship NGO and
enjoyed a city tour through
Graz.



https://greendeal-hive.eu/

Follow us on

https://www.facebook.com/GD-HIVE-Project-101588372214161
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gd-hive-1ab76a20b/
https://twitter.com/GdHive
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gd-hive-1ab76a20b/

